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A Hybrid Ray and Graph Model for Simulating
Vehicle-to-Vehicle Channels in Tunnels
Mingming Gan, Gerhard Steinböck, Zhinan Xu, Troels Pedersen, Thomas Zemen
Abstract—Wave propagation in tunnels for vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communications scenarios is characterized by multiple dif-
fuse reflections on tunnel surfaces as well as specular reflections
on other objects inside the tunnel, leading to a non-stationary
fading process. Such a fading process is difficult to model by
ray tracing (RT), requiring a prohibitively high computational
complexity due to the large number of diffuse reflections. In this
work we propose two new ideas for modeling diffuse reflections in
a non-stationary scenarios: (i) We partition the non-stationary
fading process into multiple stationarity regions with a given
extent in time and frequency for which approximate wide-sense
stationarity can be assumed; (ii) we propose a hybrid model,
tightly interlinking RT with a propagation graph, such that
vertices for the propagation graph are obtained from interaction
points calculated by RT for each stationarity region. We compare
our hybrid model with measurement data in terms of the time-
variant power-delay and the Doppler-power spectral-density as
well as the root-mean square delay- and Doppler-spread. This
analysis shows, that our hybrid model is the first numerical
simulation model that is able to model diffuse reflections inside
a tunnel with correct non-stationary (i.e. time-variant) temporal
correlation for a non-stationary V2V communication link.
Index Terms—ray tracing, non-stationary fading process, prop-
agation graph, vehicle-to-vehicle, computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent transportation systems strongly depend on wire-
less communication systems for establishing a digital transport
infrastructure. Specifically, reliable wireless vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communications is important for safety applications
including lane change assistance, cooperative forward colli-
sion warning, slow vehicle warning, connected autonomous
vehicles and more [1]. Therefore, accurate channel models are
required for the development, testing and validation of wireless
communication systems and standards.
Modeling V2V channels is challenging due to fast-changing
propagation conditions, including geometries, variable vehicle
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speeds and a relatively low height of transmitter (TX) and re-
ceiver (RX) antennas. As a consequence the V2V propagation
channel differs significantly from typical channels encountered
in cellular networks [2], [3]. This is particularly true for the
in-tunnel V2V scenario where the semi-enclosed environment
gives rise to a large number of diffuse reflections on the tunnel
surfaces.
The propagation of VHF and UHF radio signals in tunnels
has been addressed in several theoretical and experimental
studies as summarized in [4], [5]. Moreover, an excess prop-
agation loss modeling of semi-closed obstacles for intelligent
transportation systems has been presented in [6]. Similar to
channel models for communication systems in high-speed
trains [7], [8], mainly two methodologies have been considered
for the V2V scenario:
1) empirical models for summary statistics of the channel, in
which typical representatives are the two-slope pathloss
channel model [9], [10], and the non-stationary geometry-
based stochastic models (GSCMs) [11], [12],
2) deterministic channel models that include ray-based ap-
proaches [13]–[17], waveguide models [9], [18], [19] and
numerical methods for solving Maxwell’s equations [20],
[21].
The aims of the two approaches differ significantly: The
empirical models for the summary statistics are well suited
for overall system design and simplistic simulations, while
the deterministic models, which we focus on in this paper, are
used to obtain individual channel impulse responses (CIRs)
for use in evaluation of system performance.
It is well known that ray tracing (RT) based on the
geometrical theory of wave propagation can be applied to
model radio wave propagation between a TX and RX [22]. In
principle, given a detailed environment description, an accurate
prediction can be obtained at the cost of high computational
complexity. To reduce the computational complexity of RT it is
common to limit the maximum interaction order (i.e. ignoring
rays with higher-order interactions) and to consider a simpli-
fied environment (e.g. by considering the tunnel to be empty).
Both of these approaches are obviously questionable in the
V2V tunnel scenario with moving vehicles and static objects
such as ventilation systems, doors etc. Hence, to describe V2V
propagation channels that account for the complexity of the
environment and for rapidly changing propagation conditions
a more efficient channel model is required.
A. Literature Review:
In the V2V tunnel scenario, higher order interactions, and
in particular higher order reflections, give rise to a ’dense
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multipath component’ in the CIR [13]. In this paper we refer
to such a dense multipath component as the ’reflection tail’.
A similar reflection tail plays an important role in urban
crossroads scenarios [2]. The reflection tail of V2V tunnel
scenarios was studied in [23], where we proposed a low-
complexity RT algorithm for tunnel scenarios by combining
RT with an approximate higher-order reflection algorithm. It
can be seen that the power of the dense multipath component
drops off exponentially with the delay in the early part of
the CIR. Unfortunately, this higher-order reflection algorithm
is not suitable for modeling the temporal correlation of this
’reflection tail’. Moreover, the tiling algorithm for diffuse walls
is not applicable for time-variant scenarios with correlated
fading [24].
Recently, a model based on propagation graphs has been
proposed to account for the reflection tail in a computationally
efficient manner [25], [26]. In fact, closed form expressions
are available for reflections of arbitrary order (up to infinity)
enabling simulations without the need for limiting the number
of interactions. Originally, the propagation graph was consid-
ered for indoor propagation, but has since been applied to
other scenarios, including high speed railway channels [27]
and outdoor-to-indoor scenarios [28]. In [29] the validity of the
propagation graph framework has been studied to time-varying
channels. This work showed that for velocities encountered in
terrestrial settings (including the V2V scenario), the closed
form expression for the transfer function a propagation graph
can be applied with good approximation. Moreover, for static
indoor environments, we recently proposed a hybrid model in
[30] which combines deterministic components obtained by
RT with a reflection tail modeled by a propagation graph.
Furthermore, a semi-deterministic graph-theory model
based on the proven "effective roughness" diffuse scattering
theory is proposed in [31]. The main difference between [30]
and [31] is the way of generating propagation gain coefficients
for dense multipath propagation. The former uses the decay
rate, which is predicted with room electromagnetics [32], to
set the propagation gain coefficients in the propagation graph,
while the latter uses the Lambertian scattering pattern to derive
the propagation gain coefficients for double-bounce diffuse
scattering situations.
Contributions of the Paper:
We propose a simulation model of the time-varying channel
transfer function (CTF) for the V2V tunnel scenario. The
model we propose is a hybrid, i.e. a combination of RT and
a propagation graph. The purpose of the model is to simulate
the time-varying CTF of the V2V channel directly. From this
entity other summary statistics such as such as path loss, the
distribution of delay spread, or the distribution of the angular
spread, can be obtained in a consistent manner.
• We account for the reflection tail by a time-dependent hy-
brid graph model that is able to model the non-stationary
fading processes by using the ray tracing interaction
points as vertices of the propagation graph. The PDP
decay of the propagation graph is parameterized using
the higher-order reflection algorithm [13].
• In [33], it has shown that traffic signs frequently ap-
pear along roads and can affect the propagation channel
appreciably. However, small or irregularly shaped ob-
jects, whose sizes and positions are often not exactly
known, are difficult to model by RT. We account for
these in the propagation graph in the same manner as
done in GSCMs for the mobile radio channel [34], we
also include geometry-based discrete scatterers (or point
scatterers) for the non-stationary time-variant V2V in-
tunnel scenario.
• Our proposed model is the first numerical simulation
model that is able to model diffuse reflections inside a
tunnel with correct time-variant temporal correlation for
a non-stationary V2V communication link.
Organization of the Paper:
The remainder of this contribution is organized as follows.
In Section II we describe the hybrid channel model combining
RT with a propagation graph. We present RT and propagation
graph in Section III and Section IV, respectively. The available
measurement data of the tunnel scenario and its time-varying
PDP and DSD analysis is introduced in Section V. Simulation
results, a comparison to measurements and a discussion of the
proposed hybrid algorithm are presented in Section VI. We
draw conclusions in Section VII.
II. HYBRID CHANNEL MODEL
We model the CTF H(t, f) using its sampled representation
H[m, q] , H(mts, fc + qfs), (1)
where m denotes discrete time, q discrete frequency, ts sam-
pling time, and fc carrier frequency. The sample spacing in
frequency is denoted by fs = B/(Q − 1), where B denotes
the system bandwidth and Q the number of samples in the
frequency domain.
We propose a hybrid model for H[m, q] composed of two
parts. The first part is RT which computes propagation paths
up to a given and limited number of bounces denoted by
nRT. The second part is a propagation graph that accounts
for contributions from irregular objects (discrete scatterers)
and higher-order reflections. Correspondingly, the CTF of the
hybrid model is of the form
H[m, q] = HRT,0:nRT [m, q] +HPG,nPG:∞[m, q]. (2)
The first part HRT,0:nRT [m, q], computed by RT, contains LOS,
specular reflections up to order nRT, penetration, diffraction,
and diffuse scattering. The second part HPG,nPG:∞[m, q], com-
puted by the propagation graph, considers the partial response
from order nPG to infinity for calculating the reflection tail
and the response related to the contribution from discrete
scatterers, which are randomly located on objects with small
sizes or irregular shapes. We set nRT and nPG according to
the rule that the propagation paths obtained from RT and the
propagation graph shall not overlap in the delay domain. More
details are discussed in Section IV.
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A. Non-Stationary Fading Process
Vehicular communication channels exhibit a non-stationary
fading process due to the mobility of TX, RX and objects in
the environment. This non-stationarity was demonstrated by
measurements [3], [35] and analyzed using the local scattering
function [36]. These investigations show that a general non-
stationary fading process in vehicular communication channels
can be partitioned into a sequence of local-stationarity regions
for which wide-sense-stationarity can be assumed with good
accuracy.
The length of a stationarity region influences the compu-
tational complexity and the accuracy of both RT and the
propagation graph. A shorter stationarity region leads to higher
computational complexity and more accurate simulation re-
sults. The method presented in [37] can be used to define a
stationarity time Mts that is matched to different propagation
scenario. We relate the global time index m to the stationarity
region index kt ∈ {1, . . . ,Kt} according to
m = (kt − 1)M +m′, (3)
where m′ ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1} expresses the local time index
for each stationarity region kt.
Here we use a stationarity region oriented calculation of the
channel model, hence we rewrite (2) as
H[m′, q, kt] = HRT,0:nRT [m
′, q, kt] +HPG,nPG:∞[m
′, q, kt] ,
(4)
partitioning the fading process into consecutive stationarity
regions indexed by kt.
The hybrid modeling procedure for obtaining a CTF for one
stationary region is illustrated in the block diagram in Fig. 1
and detailed in the following sections.
III. RAY TRACING (RT)
Our RT tool is three-dimensional (3D), where the ge-
ometry is described in a cartesian coordinate system and
the simulation environment is generated using perpendicular
parallelepiped elements. The input of RT includes the geo-
metric scenario, network layout and antenna parameters. RT
calculates a set of propagation paths connecting the TX and
the RX based on geometric and electromagnetic computations.
The geometric computations determine the propagation paths
interacting with the environment, while the electromagnetic
computations provide the electric field of all propagation paths
in amplitude, phase and polarization.
RT considers three major wave propagation mechanisms:
(i) line of sight (LOS), (ii) specular contributions and (iii) dif-
fuse scattering. The specular contributions include reflection,
penetration and diffraction components. For paths based on the
LOS and specular contributions, we use the term deterministic
paths. The geometrical relationship of a deterministic path is
based on optical principles [38]. Complex dyadic coefficients
for reflection and penetration are obtained using Fresnel for-
mulas, while the diffraction coefficient is calculated by the
uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) [39]. A directive pattern
model, assuming that the scattering lobe is steered toward
the direction of the specular reflection, is used to model the
contribution of the diffuse part of the channel impulse response
[40].
In order to save simulation time needed for the computation
of diffuse scattering paths, a subdivision algorithm based on
concentric circles is applied, which significantly reduces the
computational complexity of RT with no loss in accuracy [41].
This algorithm assumes that diffuse scattering tiles are equally
sized circular segments within the same radius ∆d on a certain
surface and the relevant path originates from the center of each
tile. We set the tile size to
dS = π ·∆d2 = π ·
( c
2 ·B
)2
, (5)
where B is the system bandwidth. It is known that the delay
resolution ∆τ = 1/B. Therefore, this calculation means
that the distance between any two circular tile centers on
one surface is not shorter than the distance between two
diffuse scattering paths which are located in two adjacent delay
bins. The diffuse scattering tiles are kept constant for each
stationarity region kt. The weighting coefficient
η`[0, kt] =
√
|η`max [0, kt]|2 ·
(1 + cos(ϕ`[0, kt])
2
)α
e−iθ`[kt],
(6)
where ` is the diffuse scattering tile index, η`max [m
′, kt] is the
maximum amplitude [40] related to the `−th scattering lobe,
ϕ`[m
′, kt] is the angle between the `−th scattering wave and
the `−th reflection wave directions, α is an integer defining
the width of the scattering lobe and θ`[kt] is the random phase
associated with the `−th path with a uniform distribution
within [0, 2π]. We randomly draw θ` once for each stationarity
region.
A. Reflection Tail
In [23], we show that the ’reflection tail’, modeled as
the combined power of higher-order reflection paths, drops
off exponentially with delay. This exponential decay can
be simulated with a large number of higher-order reflection
paths. However, the computational complexity of RT, i.e. its
runtime on a given hardware, increases exponentially with the
reflection order.
RT performs two main steps to calculate the reflection paths:
i) the visibility procedure and ii) the back track procedure. The
visibility procedure builds up the image tree and the back track
procedure helps to determine the existing reflection paths. Our
RT tool saves only the information related to the existing
reflection paths in the image tree, but the computational
complexity involved in the back track procedure still increases
exponentially with the reflection order. In [23], we considered
to model the reflection tail for complexity reasons with the
approximate higher order reflection algorithm. However, this
algorithm does not capture the Doppler behavior appropriately.
Therefore, we introduce the propagation graph to model the
reflection tail, see (2).
For the RT part HRT,0:nRT [m, q,kt] we limit the maximum
reflection order of a reflected path with nRT and we consider
single order diffraction and single order diffuse scattering
contributions. Higher order reflections will be modeled using
the propagation graph HPG,nPG:∞[m, q,kt], see Section IV.
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Fig. 1. The procedure of hybrid channel model at one stationary time region.
B. Sum of Complex Exponentials (SoCE) Algorithm
We reduce the complexity of RT by applying the SoCE al-
gorithm [38] for each stationarity region. The SoCE algorithm
relies on the assumption that within one stationarity region, the
magnitude of each ray remains constant and only the phase
changes. Thus, for the time-variant CTF of RT HRT[m′, q, kt],
we first calculate the RT results for the initial time index
m′ = 0. Then we use the SoCE algorithm to calculate the
time-varying CTF
HRT,0:nRT [m
′, q, kt] =
LRT[kt]∑
l=1
ηl[0, kt]e
−i2πqfsτl[0,kt] · ei2πm
′tsνl[0,kt], (7)
for m′ ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}, where l is the propagation path
index, LRT[kt] is the total number of propagation paths
for stationarity region kt, ηl[m′, kt], τl[m′, kt] and νl[m′, kt]
denote complex path weight, delay and Doppler shift of the
l−th path, respectively. The Doppler shift 1 at the center
frequency fc is given as [42]
νl[0, kt] = (|vRX| cos(φl[0, kt]) + |vTX| cos(βl[0, kt]))fc/c,
(8)
where c is the speed of light, φl[m′, kt] is the angle between
the direction of movement of the RX and the line connecting
the l−th interaction point with the RX and βl[m′, kt] is the
angle between the direction of movement of the TX and the
line connecting the l−th interaction point with the TX.
IV. PROPAGATION GRAPH
To account for the reflection tail, we rely on propagation
graph theory [26]. The propagation environment is represented
as a directed graph G = (V, E) with vertices denoting TXs,
RXs or scatterers and edges denoting propagation conditions
between vertices. The signals propagate via the edges of the
directed graph. Each TX emits a signal via the outgoing edges,
while a RX sums up the signals arriving via the ingoing edges.
A scatterer sums up the signals on its ingoing edges and re-
emits the sum on its outgoing edges.
The structure of a propagation graph is particular. The
vertex set is partitioned into sets of TXs, RXs, and scatterers,
respectively, as V = VTX ∪ VRX ∪ VS. Consequently, the edge
set E can be partitioned into four subsets: the TX-RX edge
subset ETR, the TX-scatterer edge subset ETS, the scatterer-RX
edge subset ESR, and the scatterer-scatterer edge subset ESS.
1The Doppler shift due to moving object is negligible here, because the
moving object is considered in the propagation graph.
To each edge e ∈ E , we associate a transfer function denoted
by Ae[q, kt]. These transfer functions are collected in the
weighted adjacency matrix A[q, kt] which is a complex matrix
of dimension (NTX +NRX +NS)× (NTX +NRX +NS) , where
NTX, NRX and NS are the number of TXs, RXs and scatterers
considered in the propagation graph. The propagation graph’s
structure carries over to its weighted adjacency matrix which
takes the form
A[q, kt] =
 0 0 0D[q, kt] 0 R[q, kt]
T[q, kt] 0 B[q, kt]
 . (9)
Here, 0 denotes the all-zero matrix of the appropriate dimen-
sion and the transfer matrices
D[q, kt] ∈ CNRX×NTX : transmitters → receivers,
R[q, kt] ∈ CNRX×NS : scatterers → receivers,
T[q, kt] ∈ CNS×NTX : transmitters → scatterers,
B[q, kt] ∈ CNS×NS : scatterers → scatterers.
As shown in [26], the full and partial transfer functions, ac-
counting for propagation paths with an unbounded interaction
order, can be expressed in closed form. Appendix A states
expressions for the transfer function HPG[q, kt] and the partial
transfer functions HPG,K:∞[q, kt] from K to an infinite number
of bounces.
A. Propagation Graph for the V2V Tunnel Scenario
The general propagation graph structure, is now specialized
for V2V tunnel scenario considered here. The structure of the
propagation graph unfolds in the vector signal flow graph
depicted in Fig. 2. To each vertex we associate a three-
dimensional geometrical position. This enable us to define
propagation delays of edges according to the geometric dis-
tance between the start and end vertices. We define one
propagation graph per stationarity region. To capture the
movement of TX and RX along their trajectories at the M
sample times within a stationarity region, we consider sets
of TXs VTX = {TX0, . . . ,TXM−1} and the set of RXs
VRX = {RX0, . . . ,RXM−1}. The positions of scatterer vertices
VS in the graph are obtained from the geometric RT results
and the geometrical description of the scenario.
The set of scatterers can be partitioned as VS = VIP ∪
VSD ∪ VMD, where the ’interaction points (IPs)’ VIP are
directly obtained by the RT reflection points. The ’static
discrete (SD) scatterers’ VSD are located on significant static
objects in the tunnel, and ’mobile discrete (MD) scatterers’
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Fig. 2. Vector signal flow graph representation of the proposed propagation
graph in tunnel scenarios.
VMD are located on moving objects in the tunnel. These
static and moving objects, whose sizes, positions and irregular
shapes are not exactly known, are made of metal or glass.
Hence, these objects are important reflectors or scatterers,
but they are hard to describe in RT. Therefore, we consider
the contributions from these objects in the propagation graph.
We update VIP and VSD positions once for the beginning of
each stationarity region kt. Within one stationarity region kt,
we use the fixed VIP and VSD positions for all time indeces
m′ ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}, while for the VMD, we update the MD
positions for each time index m′ according to their velocity.
The time-varying transfer function of the propagation graph1
HPG[m
′, q, kt] = r[m
′, q, kt]B
nPG−1[q, kt]×
[I−B[q, kt]]−1t[m′, q, kt] (10)
accounts for interactions from nPG to infinity where r[m′, q, kt]
is the m′−th row vector of R[q] and t[m′, q, kt] is the m′−th
column vector of T[q]. The reason is that we are not interested
in the transfer function between all pairs of M TXs and M
RXs. We are only interested in the ones with the same index
m′ to emulate the movement of the single antenna at the TX
and RX.
The edges of the propagation graph are defined by consid-
ering the specific geometry of the tunnel scenario. We assume
that there is no edges between different scatterer types. The
reason is, that we treat the contribution from either a SD or
a MD scatterer to be a single interaction path, in the same
way as the contributions from single objects in the tunnel
which are observed in the measurements shown in Fig. 6(a).
This structures the submatrices T[q, kt], R[q, kt], and B[q, kt]
according to
T[q, kt] =
 TIP[q, kt]TSD[q, kt]
TMD[q, kt]
 , (11)
R[q, kt] =
[
RIP[q, kt] RSD[q, kt] RMD[q, kt]
]
(12)
and
B[q, kt] =
 BII[q, kt] 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 (13)
1The LOS contribution is included in RT, so D = 0M×M
with the definitions
TIP[q, kt] ∈ CNIP×M : transmitters → IP scatterers,
TSD[q, kt] ∈ CNSD×M : transmitters → SD scatterers,
TMD[q, kt] ∈ CNMD×M : transmitters → MD scatterers,
RIP[q, kt] ∈ CM×NIP : IP scatterers → receivers,
RSD[q, kt] ∈ CM×NSD : SD scatterers → receivers,
RMD[q, kt] ∈ CM×NMD : MD scatterers → receivers,
BII[q, kt] ∈ CNIP×NIP : IP scatterers → IP scatterers,
where NIP, NSD and NMD are the number of IPs, SD and
MD scatterers considered in the propagation graph, and NS =
NIP +NSD +NMD.
We remark that the structure of B[q, kt] and the fact that the
matrices BII[q, kt] is constant for the duration of a stationarity
region kt simplifies the computation in (10).
B. Generation of Edges
The edges of the propagation graph are defined according to
their type as listed in Table I and explained below. We follow
the principle to permit no edge between scatterers on the same
surface. Thus a tunnel wall does not scatter signal back onto
itself. Furthermore, we generate edges according to the rules
• We exclude TX-RX edges (the LOS contribution is
included in RT).
• Edges of the types SD-SD and MD-MD are excluded
since we consider only single interactions from SD and
MD scatterers.
• Edges of the types TX-SD, TX-MD, SD-RX, and MD-
RX are always included.
• Edges of the types TX-IP and IP-RX are included in the
graph with randomly and independent with probability
Pvis.
• An IP-IP edge (from scatterer i to j at positions ri′ and
rj′ ) is included if the following conditions are fulfilled:
dth,min ≤ ‖ri′ − rj′‖ ≤ dth,max, (14)
‖rTX − ri′‖+ ‖ri′ − rj′‖+ ‖rRX − rj′‖ ≥ dref,max, (15)
where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm, dth,min and dth,max
are the minimum and maximum distance thresholds, and
dref,max is the longest reflection path calculated by RT.
The condition (14) ensures that scatterers should not be either
too close or too far away from each other. The condition (15)
ensures that propagation paths obtained from the RT does not
overlap in delay with paths obtained from the propagation
graph.
C. Edge Transfer Function
The edge transfer function for a pair of vertices e = (v, v′)
is defined according to
Ae[q, kt] =
{
ge[q, kt] exp(−i2πτef [q]), e ∈ E ,
0, e 6∈ E ,
(16)
where ge[q] denotes the ’edge gain’ and τe = τ(v,v′) =
‖rv − rv′‖/c is the propagation delay, and the q-th frequency
is defined as f [q] = fc + qfs.
Table I defines the edge gains. The gain of the direct TX-
RX edge is defined according to the Friis equation. The gains
of the TX-IP, TX-SD, TX-MD, IP-RX, SD-RX and MD-RX
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TABLE I
EDGE GAINS AND PROBABILITY OF VISIBILITY WITHIN STATIONARITY REGION
Edge type Edge Precense Edge gain (ge) Submatrix
TX–RX No — (D = 0)
TX–IP Independent w. prob. Pvis
(
1
4πf [q]τ(v×v′×v′′)
) 1
2
TIP
TX–SD Yes
(
Se,TS
4πf [q]τ(v×v′×v′′)
)1
2
TSD
TX–MD Yes
(
Se,TM
4πf [q]τ(v×v′×v′′)
)1
2
TMD
IP–IP According to (14) & (15). gII
√
Se,IIe
jθII BII
IP–RX Independent w. prob. Pvis
(
1
4πf [q]τ(v×v′×v′′)
)1
2
RIP
SD–RX Yes
(
Se,SR
4πf [q]τ(v×v′×v′′)
)1
2
RSD
MD–RX Yes
(
Se,MR
4πf [q]τ(v×v′×v′′)
)1
2
RMD
Other edge types No — —
Note: τ(v×v′×v′′) computed according to (17).
edges, are defined so that the total gain of a TX-scatterer-
RX path resembles the Friis equation considering first order
interactions. To this end, we denote the propagation delay as
τ(v×v′×v′′) = τ(v,v′) + τ(v′,v′′), (17)
where v ∈ VTX, v′ ∈ VS and v′′ ∈ VRX (see Table I).
Moreover, we define the edge weight according to
Se,{ · } =

1√
odi{ · }(e)
, { · } ∈ {TS,TM, II},
1√
idi{ · }(e)
, { · } ∈ {SR,MR},
(18)
where odi{ · }(e) is the number of outgoing edges of the vertex
and idi{ · }(e) is the number of ingoing edges of the vertex3.
The gain of IP-IP edges, is defined as in [26] and is related
to the slope ρ of the power-delay spectrum of the higher-order
reflection paths as
gII ≈ 10
ρµ(EII)
20 , (19)
where µ(EII) = 1|EII|
∑
e∈EII τ(e ∈ EII) is the average delay
among all edges e ∈ EII. The phase θII, shown in Table I, is
uniformly distributed over [0, 2π] and is set only once for each
stationarity region. The slope ρ can be set empirically based on
measurement results or predicted with numerous methods. In
[30] we considered room electromagnetics. For a tunnel, which
is oddly shaped compared to a ’regular’ room and has open
ends, the standard room electromagnetic formulas are not well
suited. Instead we predict the slope ρ with the approximate
higher-order reflection algorithm for m′ = 0. Please see
3This definition is based on the assumption that the transmitted power or
the received power is distributed into the outgoing or ingoing edges equally,
respectively. If more accurate results are required, a modified definition of
the edge weight might be needed. However, this is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Appendix C for more details. The wave guiding effect, which
is an important propagation phenomenon in tunnel scenarios,
is accounted for when setting the slope value ρ as follows.
After obtaining the CIR based on the approximate higher-order
reflection algorithm, a least-squares linear regression line is
superimposed on the delay-power spectrum plot to obtain the
slope ρ in (19), see Fig. 5.
V. IN-TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS AND TIME-VARYING
ANALYSIS
A. In-Tunnel Measurements
The measurements used in the present work were collected
in the DRIVEWAY’09 measurement campaign [43] in the Øre-
sund tunnel connecting Denmark and Sweden. The measure-
ments started when the TX driving in front of the RX enters
the tunnel. The RX enters the tunnel at t = 2 s. The picture in
Fig. 3 is taken from the video of the measurements when both,
the TX- and the RX-vehicle, are inside the tunnel. The distance
between both vehicles is about d = 120 m and their speed is
kept approximately constant at vRX = vTX = 105 km/h for the
measurement time interval of 10 s.
Each vehicle is equipped with a four element linear array
of circular patch antennas mounted on the roof perpendicular
to the driving direction. The antenna array was specifically
designed for high-resolution mobile-to-mobile channel mea-
surements [44]. The main lobe of each antenna element is
oriented in one of four directions: left, right, back and front,
thus the antenna array covers 360◦ in the azimuthal plane. The
antenna gain remains on average within a variation of 10 dB
for the whole bandwidth.
The channel transfer function (CTF) H(t, f) is measured
over a time interval of T = 10 s, which contains S =
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Fig. 3. Video snapshot representing measurement environment.
32000 time snapshots with a snapshot repetition time of
ts = 307.2µs. There are Q = 769 frequency samples in the
measurement bandwidth of B = 240 MHz, where the carrier
frequency fc = 5.6 GHz. These parameters result in a resolu-
tion in the frequency domain of fs = B/(Q−1) = 312.5 kHz.
This parameterization is used also for the numerical evaluation
of the hybrid channel model.
We sample the time-varying CTF according to
Hι[m, q] , Hι(mts, fc + qfs), (20)
where ι ∈ {1, . . . ,L} is the link index with L = 16 for our
case, m ∈ {0, . . . , S − 1} is the discrete time (and snapshot)
index, q ∈ {−bQ2 c, . . . , b
Q
2 c − 1} is the sampled frequency
index and b · c indicates the floor function. We sum over all
CTFs within one snapshot to approximate an omnidirectional
antenna radiation pattern
H[m, q] =
1
L
L∑
ι=1
Hι[m, q]. (21)
B. Local Scattering Function Based Measurements Analysis
The local scattering function (LSF), a short-term represen-
tation of the power spectrum of the observed fading process,
is a useful tool for characterizing non-stationary time-variant
channels [1], [36]. We assume the fading process is locally
stationary within a stationarity region with size M × N
samples in time and frequency, respectively. In order to
calculate the LSF, we index the stationarity regions in time
kt ∈ {1, . . . , bS/Mc} and frequency kf ∈ {1, . . . , bQ/Nc}
obtaining a total of bS/McbQ/Nc stationarity regions. The
estimate of the discrete LSF is denoted as [45], [37]
Ĉ[kt, kf;n, p] =
1
IJ
IJ−1∑
w=0
∣∣∣H(Gw)[kt, kf;n, p]∣∣∣2 , (22)
where n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} denotes the delay index, p ∈
{−M/2, . . . ,M/2−1} the Doppler index, I is the number of
orthogonal time-domain tapers, J is the number of orthogonal
frequency-domain tapers, and w is the parameter of the
windowed frequency response H(Gw)[kt, kf;n, p]. For more
detailed information on the calculation of H(Gw)[kt, kf;n, p]
please refer to Appendix B.
In [3], [37], the shortest stationarity time within our data
set was determined to be 40 ms which relates to M = 128.
Throughout this paper we stick to this minimum stationarity
time to ensure that the statistical assumption of stationarity is
fulfilled. The parameters selected for analyzing the measure-
ments in this paper are M = 128 and N = 769, which results
in a stationarity region of about 40 ms× 240 MHz. Note that
we assume the channel is stationary over the total measured
bandwidth. Hence, there are Kt = S/M = 250 stationarity
regions over the measurement time interval of T = 10 s. The
obtained delay resolution τs = 1/B = 4.17 ns and the Doppler
resolution νs = 1/ (ts(M − 1)) = 25.63 Hz.
Based on the LSF Ĉ[kt, kf;n, p], the time-varying PDP
P̂τ [kt, kf;n] =
1
M
M/2−1∑
p=−M/2
Ĉ[kt, kf;n, p], (23)
and the time-varying DSD
P̂ν [kt, kf; p] =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
Ĉ[kt, kf;n, p], (24)
can be estimated by projecting the LSF on the delay and
Doppler axis. The time-varying PDP and DSD over the time
interval of T = 10 s are presented in [1]. We restrict our
attention to the case where both vehicles are inside the tunnel.
Hence, we limit the following analysis to the time interval
4 s ≤ t ≤ t = 9 s.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
A schematic view of the scenario for the TX and RX
position at m = 0 is shown in Fig. 4. Dimensions of the
tunnel and the objects inside are taken from [46] and from a
video recorded during the measurements.
1) Ray Tracing Settings: Each block is modeled as a
perpendicular parallelepiped in RT. The true length of the
tunnel is longer than the 586 m used in the RT model. The
reason for the reduced length is that propagation paths from
deep inside the tunnel, would be weak, but accounting for
these would demand an extremely high computational effort.
The dielectric properties are included in the input database of
RT. Blocks made of metal are assumed to be perfect electric
conductors. The values of relative permittivity εr, conductivity
σ, scattering coefficient S and the integer α indicating the
width of the scattering lobe of different materials are presented
in Table II. According to the simulation parameters, dS is
1.23 m2 for the proposed subdivision algorithm based on (5).
According to (21), we deal with a single-input single-
output V2V channel. Both the TX and RX antennas used
for the RT simulation are half-wavelength dipole antennas.
RT takes into account the following propagation mechanisms:
LOS, reflections up to the fourth order, single-order diffraction
and single bounce scattering. Exemplary propagation paths
are visualized in Fig. 4(a). We select up to fourth order of
reflection to obtain tractable computational complexity for RT.
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Fig. 4. Schematic view of the scenario built by RT considering TX and RX positions at time index m = 0. Line colors indicate type of material. (a) 3D
view. (b) 2D view.
It is noteworthy that we do not consider the contributions from
the ventilation system, EXIT signs, the metallic structure and
the moving vehicle in RT. These elements are depicted and
labeled in Fig. 4(b). The reason is that these blocks have small
sizes or irregular shapes and their sizes and positions are not
exactly known. Therefore, these blocks are considered in the
propagation graph as described below.
2) Propagation Graph Settings: The parameter settings for
the propagation graph are summarized in Table III. Below we
introduce the scatterer positions, the probability of visibility
and the edge gain.
Positions of Scatterers Vertices: The scatterers in the prop-
agation graph for m = 0 are shown in Fig. 4(b), where
different scatterer types are marked with different colors. The
IP positions are directly obtained by RT from all reflection IPs.
TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR THE RT
Parameter Setting
Tunnel Size 586× 11.65× 6.93 m3
Reflect. order nRT = 4
Tile size dS = 1.23m2
Material εr σ (S/m) S α
Concrete 8.92 0.046 0.7 3
Glass 3.7 0 0.3 3
The number of IPs, NIP, is different for different stationarity
regions. Twelve SD scatterers (NSD = 12) are defined in
the propagation graph, corresponding to three SD scatterers
on the ventilation systems, eight SD scatterers on the EXIT
signs and one SD scatterer on the big metallic structure at the
entrance. We put SD scatterers on i) blocks made of metal or
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TABLE III
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR THE PROPAGATION GRAPH
Parameter Symbol Setting
Propagation path order nPG 2
Number of SD scatterers NSD 12
Number of MD scatterers NMD 1
Min. distance threshold dth,min 3.1 m
Max.distance threshold dth,max 36 m
Reflection tail slope ρ̂ -72 dB/µs
Probability of visibility Pvis 0.8
glass, which are important reflectors in the scenario, ii) the
ventilation system and the big metallic structure which are
hard to describe accurately by RT due to their irregular shapes,
and iii) the EXIT signs that are small in size. Moreover, there is
one MD scatterer (NMD = 1) on an additional moving vehicle,
which is in front of the RX vehicle during the simulation
period with a velocity of vMD = 115 km/h.
The generation of these discrete scatterers resembles the
concept of a GSCM. The number of scatterers generated on
one object is determined by the size and material of the object.
The objects considered are small compared to the length of
the tunnel. Moreover, both static and mobile objects in the
present scenario are made of metal or glass, where reflection
or diffraction are more likely to occur than at diffuse surfaces.
However, a precise description of their geometry and position
is unavailable. For this reason, we cannot determine the
accurate reflection or diffraction interaction points. Therefore,
we represent these objects by one random scatterer. Note that
if larger objects of concrete are considered in the propagation
graph, where diffuse scattering is more likely to occur, we can
assign the number of scatterers according to the subdivision
algorithm that was presented in Section III.
Positions of SD and MD scatterers are generated in the
following way: i) The geometrical information of relevant
blocks is defined. ii) We place one SD or MD scatterer
randomly on one surface of the mentioned block, where a
surface is selected randomly at m = 0. The selected surface
cannot be one that is masked by any other blocks or surfaces.
iii) The IPs and SD scatterers’ positions are updated for
every stationarity region kt based on the RT result and the
geometrical information of the scenario. The MD scatterer’s
position is updated for every time index m′ based on its
velocity. In Fig. 4(b), both the SD and MD scatterers’ positions
rv at time index m = 0, located on the relevant blocks, are
shown.
Edge Presence: Some examples of edges are shown in
Fig. 4(b). We set Pvis = 0.8 as in [28]. For obtaining the
visibility between IPs based on (14) and (15), we define
distance thresholds dth,min and dth,max. As described in Section
V, the LOS path length is 120 m. The longest reflection path
length calculated by RT is dref,max = 126.2 m at m = 0. We
approximate dth,min and dth,max to be dth,min = (126.2 −
120)/2 = 3.1 m and dth,max = 36 m, where dth,max is
determined by the average distance between any two IPs
v ∈ VIP at m = 0. When the condition in (15) is fulfilled, it
confirms that propagation paths calculated based on RT and
those based on the propagation graph cannot overlap with each
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Fig. 5. Power-delay profile plot based on the approximate higher-order
reflection algorithm and a corresponding least-squares linear regression line.
other. It further provides the reason why we can set nPG = 2
in the propagation graph when nRT = 4 in RT.
Edge Gain: For the edge gain ge listed in Table I, the
edge weight Se,{ · } and edge gain gII are calculated according
to (18) and (19), respectively. Depending on our settings,
the relevant parameters are odiTS(e) = idiSR(e) = 11 and
odiTM(e) = idiMR(e) = 1. Therefore, Se,TS = Se,SR = 0.30
and Se,TM = Se,MR = 1.
For different IP scatterers odiII(e) has different values and
it changes for different stationarity regions, which results in
a time-varying Se,II. From the simulation of the approximate
higher-order reflection algorithm, we estimate ρ̂ = −72 dB/µs
to obtain gII from (19).
In the following analysis we compare the simulation results
with measurements for a time interval of T = 5 s containing
Kt = 125 stationarity regions. The hybrid model is calculated
once for each stationarity region kt ∈ {1, . . . ,Kt}. From (2),
we obtain HHY[m, q]. The CTFs HRT[m′, q] and HPG[m′, q]
for m′ ∈ {0, ..., 127} can be obtained by using (7) and (10)
for each stationarity region kt ∈ {1, . . . ,Kt}, respectively.
B. Simulation Time
Due to the particular implementation of RT, it is hard to
calculate the computational complexity. Therefore, we resort
to an evaluation of the simulation time (2.4 GHz Intel Core i7
CPU with 8 GB RAM). The simulation time for obtaining the
time-varying CTF HRT[m′, q, kt] for one stationarity region
is 51 s, in which calculating deterministic paths and diffuse
scattering paths takes 6 s and 45 s respectively. Moreover, the
simulation time for obtaining the time-varying CTF HPG[m, q]
for one stationarity region takes 21 s. In total, the proposed
hybrid model takes about 72 s to get the time-varying CTF
H[m′, q, kt] for one stationarity region.
C. Analysis of Time-Varying PDP and DSD
The normalized time-varying PDP P̂MEA,τ [kt;n] and DSD
P̂MEA,ν [kt; p] obtained from channel measurements, calcu-
lated according to (23) and (24), are shown in Fig. 6(a)
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Fig. 6. Normalized time-varying PDP and DSD obtained from measurements and the proposed hybrid channel model over interval of T = 5 s, where
t = 4 s, . . . , 9 s. The contributions are from: (i) the higher-order reflection caused by the tunnel walls, ceiling and ground, (ii) the ventilation system and
traffic signs in front of the RX, (iii) the car driving approximately 10 km/h faster than the TX and RX, and (iv) a big metallic structure at the entrance ceiling
and traffic signs which are behind the RX.
and Fig. 6(b). The estimated normalized time-varying PDP
P̂HY,τ [kt;n] and DSD P̂HY,ν [kt; p] of the proposed hybrid
channel model are shown in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d). The
measured time-varying channel transfer function has a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of roughly 40 dB. In order to make a
reasonable comparison with the measurement data, we add
white Gaussian noise n[m, q] with variance σ2n =
1
SNR with
SNR = 40 dB in the simulation.
The contribution from objects inside the tunnel are clearly
distinguishable. Comparing our simulation result with the
time-varying PDP and DSD obtained from measurements, it
can be seen that our simulation results provides a very accurate
prediction of the measured data. The following propagation
phenomena are highlighted: (i) higher-order reflection compo-
nents which are mainly caused by the tunnel walls, ceiling and
floor, (ii) multipath components from the ventilation system
and from traffic signs in front of the RX, (iii) multipath compo-
nents caused by a vehicle driving approximately 10 km/h faster
than the TX and RX, and (iv) strong multipath components
caused by a big metallic structure at the entrance ceiling and
traffic signs that are behind the RX.
In Fig. 7, we focus on one stationarity region and compare
the PDP and DSD of the proposed hybrid model with empirical
channel measurement data. Some important features in the
plots are marked by (i)–(iv). From Fig. 7(a), it appears that the
proposed hybrid model agrees well with the measurements in
terms of the PDP. The peaks (ii), (iii), and (iv) are mainly
caused by the big metallic structure behind the RX, the
ventilation system in front of the RX, the moving vehicle,
and the traffic signs in front of the RX. The power of the
path (iii) 6 dB higher than the same path in the measurement,
which is due to the simplicity of the definition of the edge
weight in our simulation. However, the same path seen in
Fig. 7(b) is similar to the one in the measurement, because the
diffuse scattering also contributes to the single path of the MD
scatterer (iii). Moreover, it can be seen that the gain of diffuse
scattering components, appearing between 0.4µs and 0.5µs,
is higher than the noise floor in Fig. 7(a). In addition, it can
be observed from Fig. 7(b) that diffuse scattering components
play an important role in the DSD evaluation, as their power
is higher than the noise power.
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Fig. 7. Normalized time-varying PDP and DSD based on the tunnel RT algorithm at stationarity region kt = 45. The contributions are from: (ii) the
ventilation system and traffic signs in front of the RX, (iii) the car driving approximately 10 km/h faster than the TX and RX, and (iv) a big metallic structure
at the entrance ceiling and traffic signs which are behind the RX.
D. Analysis of Time-Varying Delay- and Doppler-Spread
The time-varying RMS delay spread is defined as [3]
στ [kt] =
√√√√√√√√
N−1∑
n=0
(nτs)2P̂τ [kt;n]
N−1∑
n=0
P̂τ [kt;n]
− τ̄ [kt]2, (25)
with
τ̄ [kt] =
N−1∑
n=0
(nτs)P̂τ [kt;n]
N−1∑
n=0
P̂τ [kt;n]
. (26)
The time-varying RMS Doppler spread σν [kt] is defined sim-
ilarly, please see [3].
In order to eliminate noise components that could be mis-
taken as multipath components, we set all the components
to zero whose power is not more than 5 dB higher than the
noise power [1], [3]. We compare estimates of the RMS
delay spreads of measurements and simulations in Fig. 8(a).
The RMS delay spread of the measurement fluctuates around
0.1µs. The proposed hybrid channel model provides a similar
trend and mean value as the measurements. RT with determin-
istic paths only provides a smaller value στ = 0.004µs, and
RT with deterministic and diffuse scattering paths provides
a similar value for στ of around 0.004µs. To reduce com-
putational complexity further we omit the diffuse scattering
paths in the hybrid model, i.e., we consider only RT and
the propagation graph contributions. Here, we observe a good
match to the hybrid model in terms of the RMS delay spread.
Thus, the diffuse scattering paths simulated with RT do not
influence the RMS delay spread significantly in our case.
Moreover, we compare the RMS Doppler spreads of mea-
surements and simulations in Fig. 8(b). The RMS Doppler
spread of the measurement fluctuates around 170 Hz. Our
proposed hybrid channel model gives a similar mean value
as the measurement. RT with deterministic paths only gives a
smaller σν around 70 Hz, while RT with deterministic and dif-
fuse scattering paths gives a similar σν value to the proposed
hybrid channel model. When considering deterministic paths
in RT and the propagation paths generated by the propagation
graph, σν is slightly lower than the proposed hybrid channel
model. Moreover, combing with the observation in Fig. 7(b),
we conclude that the contribution from diffuse scattering paths
is important in the RMS Doppler spread analysis3.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a hybrid channel model for
modeling non-stationary time-variant vehicle-to-vehicle in-
tunnel channels. The hybrid model combines ray tracing with
the propagation graph model to yield a novel channel model
for in-tunnel environments with reduced computational com-
plexity. Ray tracing is enhanced with an effective subdivision
algorithm for diffuse scattering. We include the time evolution
of the relevant parameters in the proposed model, based on
the local scattering function defined for a local region of
stationarity. For each stationarity region we compute the time
evolution of each propagation path with the sum of complex
exponential algorithm, which reduces the computational com-
plexity considerably.
The propagation graph generates not only the reflection tail,
but also the contributions from other important static discrete
and mobile discrete scatterers in the tunnel. All vertices for
the propagation graph are obtained from ray tracing. Static
discrete and mobile discrete scatterers are randomly generated
on small or irregular shaped objects, whose exact locations
are unknown. In case of such incomplete information for ray
tracing, we propose to include them in the propagation graph
as stochastically placed vertices. The number of scatterers
generated on one object depends on the size and the material
of the object. The static discrete scatterer locations are updated
3It should be remarked that in this paper we aim at giving an overview
of all contributions of the proposed model. However, for balancing the
computational time and accuracy, it should be considered whether diffuse
scattering can be neglected in some applications.
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Fig. 8. Time-varying RMS delay and Doppler spreads comparison.
for every stationarity region based on the ray tracing results,
while the mobile discrete scatterers locations are updated for
every time index based on their speed.
The accuracy of the proposed algorithm was verified by
comparison with empirical channel measurement data. Our
proposed hybrid model allowed us to obtain comparable power
delay profiles, Doppler power spectral densities, root mean
square delay- and Doppler-spreads. We also showed that
the contribution from the diffuse scattering paths plays an
important role in the Doppler power-spectral density and root
mean-square Doppler spread evaluation.
APPENDIX A
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF THE PROPAGATION GRAPH
Closed-form expressions for the full and partial transfer
functions of a propagation graph are derived in [26]. The
expression for the full transfer function
HPG[q] = D[q] + R[q] [I−B[q]]−1 T[q] (27)
was derived considering the interaction order to be unbounded.
Moreover, a closed form expression was given for the partial
transfer function HPG,K:L[q] with interaction order at least K
and at most L. Some special cases include:
HPG,0:L[q] = D[q] + R[q]
[
I−BL[q]
]
[I−B[q]]−1 T[q],
HPG,K:L[q] = R[q]
[
BK−1[q]−BL[q]
]
[I−B[q]]−1 T[q],
HPG,K:∞[q] = R[q]B
K−1[q] [I−B[q]]−1 T[q] (28)
for K ≥ 1. Detailed proofs of (27) and (28) are given in [26].
APPENDIX B
WINDOWED FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The windowed frequency response [3] H(Gw)[kt, kf ;n, p]
is defined as
H(Gw)[kt, kf ;n, p] =
M/2−1∑
m′′=−M/2
N/2−1∑
q′′=−N/2
H[m′′ − kt, q′′ − kf ]
Gw[m
′′, q′′]e−i2π(pm
′′−nq′′).
(29)
where the relative time index m′′ within each stationarity
region is m′′ = m′ −M/2, so that m′′ ∈ [−M/2,M/2− 1].
The relative frequency index within each stationary frequency
region is q′′ ∈ {−N/2, . . . , N/2 − 1}. The window func-
tion Gw[m′′, q′′] is well localized within the support region
[−M/2,M/2 − 1] × [−N/2, N/2 − 1]. The discrete time
equivalent of the separable frequency response used in [45]
is applied, Gw[m′′, q′′] = ui[m′′ +M/2]ũj [q′′ +N/2] where
w = iJ + j, i ∈ {0, . . . , I − 1}, and j ∈ {0, . . . , J − 1}. The
sequences ui[m′′] and ũj [q′′] are chosen as the discrete prolate
spheroidal sequence (DPSSs) [47], [48] with concentration
in the interval IM = {0, . . . ,M − 1} and bandlimited to
[−I/M, I/M ], and in the interval IN = {0, . . . , N − 1} and
bandlimited to [−J/N, J/N ], respectively.
APPENDIX C
APPROXIMATE HIGHER-ORDER REFLECTION ALGORITHM
In tunnel structures the guiding effect can be a dominant
propagation process. Such a process arises due to multiple
reflections of paraxial rays on the tunnel’s walls, which can
become important because of the long shape of such structures
and of the reflection coefficients’ amplitude tending to one for
grazing incidence. Such a guiding effect can be modeled by
using RT with many reflections. However, the computational
complexity of RT increases exponentially with reflection order.
Therefore, we resort to the propagation graph model in this
work and use the low-complexity approximate higher-order
reflection algorithm from [49] to tune the propagation graph
parameter set.
The approximate higher-order reflection algorithm treats
the tunnel as an equivalent rectangle [49]. The input for the
algorithm includes the positions of TX and RX, the width
and the height of the tunnel, as well as the permittivity
and conductivity of the vertical and horizontal walls. The
propagation paths experiences multiple vertical and horizontal
reflections. For a certain path with a given reflection order, all
incidence angles on the vertical and horizontal walls, remain
the same. Based on the TX position, the coordinate of the
image point and the complex electric field for the reflection
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paths can be calculated. We use the result shown in Fig. 5
to obtain the slope of the PDP which is needed as parameter
for the propagation graph model. For the calculation of Fig. 5
we used 40 reflections, according to [50]. For more detailed
information, please refer to [23].
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